UCSBC TO RECOGNIZE GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS

The University of California, Santa Barbara and Chancellor Henry T. Yang will honor nearly 300 recipients of graduate fellowships Monday, Nov. 6.

Honorees acknowledged at the Central Fellowship Recipients Reception, to be held from 3 to 5 p.m. in at The Faculty Club, include winners of Central Fellowships -- given to promote recruitment and diversity of incoming graduate students and to assist continuing students -- and winners of other UC-provided fellowships.

UCSB Graduate Division Dean Charles Li will be master of ceremonies. Chancellor Yang and graduate students Jessica Winston of the Department of English and Shawn Landres of the Department of Religious Studies will give keynote addresses.

Yang, Li and Executive Vice Chancellor Ilene Nagel are sponsoring the event.

About UC Santa Barbara

The University of California, Santa Barbara is a leading research institution that also provides a comprehensive liberal arts learning experience. Our academic community of faculty, students, and staff is characterized by a culture of interdisciplinary collaboration that is responsive to the needs of our multicultural and global society.
All of this takes place within a living and learning environment like no other, as we draw inspiration from the beauty and resources of our extraordinary location at the edge of the Pacific Ocean.